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OUTOKUMPU – A DYNAMIC METALS AND TECHNOLOGY GROUP

We aim to build Outokumpu into a Group, which leads the field in all our core businesses:
stainless steel, copper and technology.
Our metals, metal products, technology and services are marketed worldwide to customers
in a wide range of industries such as building and construction, catering and household,
chemical, processing, heat transfer, mining and metallurgical, transportation, offshore and
gas, industrial machinery and equipment, electrical, medical, electronics and
communication.
Over the past few years, Outokumpu has successfully implemented a strategy of growth
and transformation. This has made us stronger and more competitive, helping us to
maximize value for our customers and shareholders alike.
Today Outokumpu employs over 20 000 people in more than 40 countries. The Group's net
sales amount to some EUR 6 billion, 90% of which is generated outside Finland.
The Group's headquarters is located in Espoo, Finland. The parent company, Outokumpu
Oyj, has been listed on the Helsinki Exchanges since 1988.

Stainless
Stainless steel is the fastest growing metal market across the world. In this market we are
well positioned: one of the world’s four largest producers, and also widely recognized as
world leaders in technical support, research and development. Our plants in Finland,
Sweden, Britain and the US produce a wide range of stainless steel products including hot
and cold rolled, precision strip, tubular and long products together with a comprehensive
range of fittings, flanges and welding consumables. They are available in various grades,
dimensions and surface finishes. We also produce raw material using our own chromium
mine and ferrochrome facility.
The excellent qualities of stainless steel make it the ideal choice for various demanding
applications from cutlery and razor blades to food and chemical processing plants and oil
platforms.
The annual net sales of our stainless business are over EUR 3 billion and it employs some
9 000 people.
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Copper
We make use of the superior properties of copper: heat transfer, electrical conductivity and
signal transmission, which are increasingly needed to enhance communication, heat
transfer, energy production and construction.
In fabricated copper products we are the second largest producer with a 10% global market
share. Production plants are in 14 countries. Main products include ACR tubes, radiator
strips, strips for connectors, sanitary tubes, roofing and architectural products and welding
electrodes. Production has been shifted to higher value-added products, such as
components for electrical and air-conditioning and heat exchanger appliance manufactures
and super conducting wire.
Our copper business employs some 7 500 people and annual net sales are around EUR
1.7 billion.

Technology
We are one of the world’s leading developers and suppliers of technology in our field. We
design and deliver plants, processes and equipment tailored for each customer’s needs,
and provide engineering, project and support services for minerals processing, metallurgical
and other process industries globally.
Our strength lies in the solid experience from the metals industry and innovativeness. Many
of our technologies are market leaders.
Outokumpu Technology operates globally. With 1 800 people it generates annual net sales
of over EUR 400 million.

For further information visit www.outokumpu.com
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